ABSTRACT. A solution of the Cauchy problem for a system of an exponentially stratified fluid in the gravity field is obtained in the form of singular integrals. If the initial data have a specified smoothness, the solution is written in the form of integrals with weak singularities of the kernels. Both these forms of solutions enable exact L_{p} estimates to be obtained. We also establish the asymptotic behaviour as t\rightarrow\infty and investigate the spectral properties of the corresponding operators.
deduced in [1] under the assumption that the function of stationary distribution of density is performed by the function $\rho$_{* }e^{-Nx_{3}}.
We consider the Cauchy problem for (1.1):
(1. We put P = \ d i s p l a y s t y l e \ f r a c { 1 } { $ \ r h o $ _ { * } } \ f r a c { \ p a r t i a l p } { \ p a r t i a l t } .
We also note that, we can change the scale of the velocity and the density, introducing the modified velocity as \vec{ v} $\r ho$_{ * } , and the modified density as g $\rho$ . For the qualitative properties of the considered solutions, we also may put N=1 . Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume $\rho$_{*}=1, N=1, g=1.
Construction of solutions
In order to restrict ourselves to convergent integrals, we assume that the initial data have, for example, continuous second derivatives and decrease sufficiently rapidly at infinity together with their derivatives up to the second order. Using the Fourier transform with respect to x , the Laplace transform with respect to t and the conditions (1.3) 
We 
If we now use (2.4) and (2.5), the solution of the Cauchy problem for system (1) can be written in the form (2.6) \di s pl ays t yl e \vec{ v} ( x , t ) = \i i i nt _ { R{3} } \{ -\t r i angl e\vec{ v}{ 0} ( y) K_ { 1} ( x -y, t ) \} dy, (2.7) P ( x , t ) = \ d i s p l a y s t y l e \ i n t _ { R } \ i n t _ { 3 } \ i n t \ { \ f r a c { \ p a r t i a l v _ { 3 }{ 0 } } { \ p a r t i a l y _ { 3 } } K _ { 2 } ( x -y , t ) \ } d y .
These are basic formulas defining our solution with weak singularities of the kernels.
To obtain the exact estimates in L_{p} -norms it is helpful to rewrite these formulas in another form with strong singularities of the kernels.
In (2.6) and (2.7)
we integrate by parts in order that the solution be expressed in terms of the initial functions rather than their derivatives. This is easily done in (2.7) for P(x, t) , because after one integration by parts the kernels will still have an integrable singularity. However, in (2.6), after the second integration by parts we shall have a strong (locally non-integrable) singularity. 
where n is the normal to the surface S _ { $ \ e p s i l o n $ } which is interior with respect to $ \ O me g a $ _ { $ \ e p s i l o n $ } .
We calculate the principal value of the integral over the surface of the sphere and denote it by I Also we remark that on the surface of the sphere we have 
On carrying out exactly similar argumants for the other components of \vec{v}(x, t) and P(x, t) , we obtain \vec{v}(x, t)=\vec{v}^{0}(x) $\Phi$(t)+ 
\ d i s p l a y s t y l e \ i n t \ i n t \ i n t \ v e c { v } { 0 } ( y ) ( \ t r i a n g l e ( -\ f r a c {
where the integrals are calculated in the principal value sense over the sphere, and the function $\Phi$(t) is given by (2.8). In what follows we shall show that the function \vec{v}(x, t) defined by (2.9) is a unique solution of the Cauchy problem and that P(x, t) is defined by (2.10) to within a term depending on t (since the initial Cauchy data for it were not given).
L_{p} -estimates
We shall show that the kernels which are used in writing out the solution and its derivatives satisfy the conditions of the Calderón-Zygmund Theorem [3] . We write (2.9) in the form of convolution: (3.1) \vec{v}(x, t)=\vec{v}^{0}(x) $\Phi$(t)+(\vec{v}^{0}* $\Gamma$)_{R^{3}}, (3.2) (
where the infinite triple integrals are calculated in the sense of principal value, and from (2.9), after the corresponding differentiation, we obtain It is easy to see that $ \ Ga mma $ is infinitely differentiable function of t since a singularity in the space x does not increase on differentiation with respect to t . We examine the properties of the kernel $ \ Ga mma $ for any finite t : 0\leq t\leq T<\infty . Let us observe that the function $ \ Ga mma $ satisfies the following three conditions.
(1) $ \ Ga mma $ is a homogeneous function of x of degree -3
The proof is obvious from nothing that Bessel functions of the argument $\rho$ t/r are homogeneous functions of degree zero.
(2) $ \ Ga mma $ may be put in the form $ \ Ga mma $ ( x , t ) = \ d i s p l a y s t y l e \ f r a c { \ o v e r l i n e { $ \ Ome g a $ } ( x , t ) } { r{ 3 } } , where \ d i s p l a y s t y l e \ o v e r l i n e { $ \ O m e g a $ } ( In Thus the three conditions of the Calderón-Zygmund Theorem [3] are satisfied, and we therefore have the following estimate for the vector \vec{v}(x, t) in the L_{p}-norm, 1<p<\infty , in the layer E_{4}^{T}=\{-\infty<x_{i}<+\infty, 0\leq t\leq T\} (and also on each cross-section t= const): (3.6) \Ver t \vec{ v} \Ver t _{ L_{ p} ( E_{ 4}{ T} ) } \l eq C( p, T) \Ver t \vec{ v}{ 0} \Ver t _{ L_{ p} ( R^{ 3} ) } , where C depends only on p and T . We observe that, in differentiation with respect to t , the properties 1), 2) and 3) for the kernel $ \ Ga mma $ in (3.1)- (3.4) are preserved. In this way, for any derivative with respect to t we shall have (3.7) \Ver t D_{ t }{ k} \vec{ v} \Ver t _{ L_{ p} ( E_{ 4}{ T} ) } \l eq C( p, T) \Ver t \vec{ v}{ 0} \Ver t _{ L_{ p} ( R^{ 3} ) } . D_{t}^{k}D_{x}^{l }\vec{v}(x, t)=D_{x}^{l }\vec{v}^{0}(x)D_{t}^{k} $\Phi $(t)+(D_{x}^{l }\vec{v}^{0}* D_{t}^{k} $\Gamma$)_{R^{3}}.
} $ \ t h e t a $ J _ { 0 } ( t \ c o s $ \ t h e t a $ ) + t \ s i n $ \ t h e t a $ [ \ c o s $ \ t h e t a $ + \ f r a c { 1 } { \ c o s $ \ t h e t a $ } ] J _ { 0 } { \ o v a l b o x { \ t t \ s m a l l R E J E C T } } ( t \ c o s $ \ t h e t a $ ) \ } d $ \ t h e t a $ = = \ d i s p l a y s t y l e \ i n t
Bearing in mind (3.9) and the property of the kernel (3.8),
we have the following estimate for the derivatives of \vec{v}(x, t) : \Ver t D_{ t }{ k} D_{ x}{ l } \vec{ v} \Ver t _{ L_{ p} ( E_{ 4}{ T} ) } \l eq C( p, T) \Ver t D_{ x}{ l } \vec{ v}{ 0} \Ver t _{ L_{ p} ( R^{ 3} ) } Making similar calculations for \nabla P , we obtain the estimates (3.10) \Vert \nabl a P\Vert _{ L_{ p} ( E_{ 4}{ T} ) } \l eq C( p, T) \Vert \vec{ v}{ 0} \Vert _{ L_{ p} ( R^{ 3} ) } , (3.11) \Ver t D_{ t }{ k} D_{ x}{ l } \nabl a P\Ver t _{ L_{ p} ( E_{ 4}{ T} ) } \l eq C( p, T) \Ver t D_{ x}{ l } \vec{ v}{ 0} \Ver t _{ L_{ p} ( R^{ 3} ) } . (1.1)-(1.4) for which the norms given below are finite, then the following estimates will hold: (3.12) \Ver t \vec{ v} \Ver t _{ W_{ p, t , x}{ k, l } ( E_{ 4}{ T} ) } \l eq C_{ 1} ( p, T) \Ver t \vec{ v}{ 0} \Ver t _{ W_{ p}{ l } ( R^{ 3} ) } , (3.13) \Ver t \nabl a P\Ver t _{ W_{ p, t , x}{ k, l } ( E_{ 4}{ T} ) } \l eq C_{ 2} ( p, T) \Ver t \vec{ v}{ 0} \Ver t _{ W_{ p}{ l } ( R^{ 3} ) } , where the constants C_{i} depend only on p and, in general on T(0\leq t\leq T<\infty) , k and 1.
Basing ourselves on Theorem 3.1 and the explicit formulas obtained for the solution and using the closure in the corresponding spaces, we obtain the following existence theorem. The following uniqueness theorem is also valid. THEOREM 3.4. The solution \vec{v}(x, t) of problem (1.1)-(1.4) defined by (2.9) is unique in L_{2} , and P(x, t) is defined to within a function depending on t . In this case \nabla P is also determined uniquely in L_{2}. It is easy to see that it is sufficient to study the asymptotics of the kernel K_{1}. Thus, the theorem is proved. REMARK 4.5. Summing up the results obtained for the solution of the Cauchy problem as t\rightarrow\infty , we may conclude that the solution reveals its irregular, nonuniform character: it tends to zero as a stationary wave with vanishing amplitude for $\lambda$=0 , it is a stationary wave which has no limit for $\lambda$=1 , and it represents a remarkable wave process for 0< $\lambda$<1 , as it can be seen from (4.1): the equiphase surfaces of the wave (wave peaks), are described by the relation $\l a mbda $=\di s pl a y s t y l e \f r a c { | x _ { 3} | } { | x | } =\f r a c { Cons t } { t } and are represented by conic surfaces with the vertex in the origin and the vertical axis which increase their opening with the growth of t , approaching the plane x_{3}=0 . This geometric situation explains the lack of limit of the solution as \mathrm{t}\ri ghtarrow\i nf ty for $\lambda$=1 (on the vertical axis). Let us consider the behaviour of the function V as a function of t . We consider a sphere of a constant radius, on which, for every t , the function V depends only on the polar angle $ \ t h e t a $ . The argument of the Bessel function on the sphere changes from 0 to t . With t growing, we will have more and more waves generated by maxima and minima of the Bessel function, all of them situated between the pole and the equator of the sphere. The waves will appear on the pole and then will move towards the equator, accumulating but not disappearing. Thus large waves will generate more and more short ones. This mathematical analogy between gravitational and rotational waves, may lead to the corresponding analogy in spectral properties.
Spectral properties
In [13] we proved that the essential spectrum of normal vibrations generated by rotational inner waves, is the interval of the real axis [ -$\omega$, $\omega$] , so, it seems appropriate to express the conjecture that the operators generated by (5.1) should possess spectral properties, analogous to the rotational system, namely, the essential spectrum of such operators should be the interval [-N, N] . Here we prove that this conJecture is true.
Let $\Ome g a $ be a bounded domain in R^{3} and let us consider the boundary conditions \vec{v} \vec{ n} | _{ \par t i al $\Omega$} =0 for the system (5.1).
It is proved in [14] that there is valid the decomposition L_{2}( $\Omega$)=J_{2}( $\Omega$)\oplus G_{2}( $\Omega$) , so we can reduce (5.1) Thus, the projection operator B obtains its explicit form as N^{2}B\vec{u}=N^{2}u_{3}\vec{e}_{3}+grad q.
Our aim now is to investigate the spectrum of the operator B. We recall that the essential spectrum is composed of the points belonging to the continuous spectrum, limit points of the point spectrum and the eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity ([15] , [16] 
